
Products under the iLumio brand are a set of tools needed for 

modern hotel guest service in a fully digital way. One  

 

a dedicated tablet in which the hotel room is equipped. www.ilumioapp.com

iLumio 
Smart Room App 
Interactive application for room-based tablets



 

 television system control by remote control,

 

and outgoing call service (Voice over IP technology),

 ordering services available at the hotel, 

The iLumio Smart Room App is a solution 

related to guests’ stay in a hotel. These 
include:

 

the need to clean the room or not to disturb,

 

  

the hotel and in the area,

 

version,

 

 



 

the iLumio Smart Room App  is possible in an automated 

control systems that the hotel uses or with the help  

technology partner supplying tablets. Samsung 

 iLumio Smart 

Room App  is done through the iLumio Content 

browser and can also be viewed on mobile devices.



  

on their device,

  

in a paper version,

 ease of mood management in the room  

  

 upselling hotel services and products,

 

Advantages:



of guests consider using the 
app on a tablet in a hotel room 

is the average age range of 
people using the iLumio Smart 
Room App

of guests can be reached via 

85%

100%



References:
We support 1000+ rooms with the iLumio smart room app



Technological partners 
We work with hospitality leaders

…and many more
Visit our website and check full list of system integrations



Not only  
for hotels
iLumio works best where 
hospitality is king. Be at health 
centers, conference venues or 
theaters, iLumio ensures your 
message gets through without 
compromising your guests’ 
comfort.

It’s not about comfort; it’s 

easily adjusts to hospital & 
care home environments.

Need a system for monitor  
management? iLumio works 
outside as well, working as a 
digital signage management tool.

iLumio adapts. Just contact us 
and we’ll gladly help you out 
with a custom iLumio version.

Health 
Services Stadiums Were else  

can we help?

About Ailleron

1200

1000+ 

Contact:

Partners
Belgium, Croatia, Cyprus,
Greece, RPA, Tunesia, 
Middle East

iLumio@ailleron.com

Poland: HQ in Kraków, 
branches in Warsaw, 
Rzeszów and Bielsko 
USA: Dallas 


